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Key Note speaker
Helle Vandkilde, Aarhus University
Theoretical and comparative perspectives on the archaeology of warfare, violence and
society
Archaeology has a huge potential to situate war, warfare, and the adjacent identities, within a
wider field of historical situations and trajectories. To reach this objective, it is necessary to
combine strong archaeological datasets with theoretical and comparative insights from
anthropology and history. Research-history is a necessary scaffold, since the current emphasis
on ancient warfare embeds the risk of overemphasising the significance of warfare in the
societies we study. Besides, this keynote address intends to discuss such key themes as: how
can warfare and war best be defined, what are the key organisational units, and is war a
history-maker? It is moreover pertinent to consider briefly a few of the many ‘war
entanglements’, such as notably warfare and sacrifice (rituals). Examples will draw on
anthropology and the Bronze Age and even the Viking period with a view to the enormous
expansionist drive characterising both these Nordic periods.
SESSION: POETRY; MYTHS AND MATERIALITY OF VIOLENCE
Sue Brunning, British Museum
Realm of the rógnaðr: Swords as Snakes on the Viking Battlefield
Scandinavian poetry contains some of the most vivid depictions of battles to survive from the
Early Middle Ages. They are characterised not as clashes of ordinary human beings, but as
epic struggles between elemental forces, weather systems and fierce beasts. Conspicuous in
this imagery is the presentation of swords as snakes - a pairing that also emerges in
archaeological examples of these weapons, decorated with serpentine motifs on their blades,
scabbards and hilts. This paper explores the curious relationship between sword and snake in
Scandinavian thought: how and why the two came together, and the broader insights this
reveals about warrior culture, the powerful significance of weaponry and the experience of
battle in the Viking world.
Roderick Dale, University of Nottingham
Understanding berserksgangr and performative rage in the Viking Age warband
Berserksgangr, the so-called berserker fit or frenzy, is a common trope in Old Norse
literature. It is characterised by howling and shield-biting, and is often accompanied by

statements that the berserkr so described is also invulnerable to iron and fire. In most
scholarship this is interpreted as the berserkr undergoing a fit of ecstatic rage and in popular
culture it has led to depictions of the out-of-control berserker. This paper argues that what is
being depicted in Old Norse literature is not an out-of-control warrior, but rather a warrior in
full control of themselves and performing rage for effect. This is significant for interpreting
who and what berserkir were in the Viking Age.
Through interdisciplinary analysis of Old Norse literature, contemporary sources and
archaeology, this paper will examine what berserksgangr means, and what that means for
identifying berserkir in the Viking Age. It will consider what their place in Viking Age
society was and how challenging the stereotype of the berserk warrior may contribute to
understanding Viking Age warfare better.
Mads Dengsø Jessen, National Museum of Denmark
The sharp and the sacred – considering the symbolic use of whetting stones
Whetting stones are a recurring and everyday object in late Iron Age and Viking Period, and
must have been a common personal item. However, whetting stones can also be found in both
mythology, saga literature, as royal cognomen, but most prominently they are registered as
grave finds and votive deposits at the highest social level. Consequently, the paper will
investigate the intricate interplay between the commonality and rituality of whetting stones,
and with a particular interest in the symbolic reference to the king as warrior commander and
the functionality (i.e. sharpness) of weapons. Furthermore, a new find from the Tissø complex
that bear a recognisable relation to a whetting stone will be used a case in point to investigate
the iconographical use of miniature whetting stones as pendants and amulets.
Jan Bill, Museum of Cultural History University of Oslo
The super-powers of the Viking longship – myth or reality?
One of the most frequently suggested factors behind the Viking Age is the assumed superior
quality of Scandinavian ships and seamanship during the 9th to 11th centuries. It is being
claimed that due to their light-weight, shallow-draft vessels and the shrewdness and toughness
of their crews, ship-borne Viking raids were swift, unforeseeable, and able to penetrate far
inland via rivers – and thereby contributed significantly to the creation of the Viking
phenomenon. But did Viking ships have such super-powers? Were they better vessels than
those constructed at the same time by Franks, Anglo-Saxons and others? And if it is so, what
would be the explanation for it?
The paper will focus on the archaeological, pictorial and textual sources to investigate these
questions. Attention will be on the role of the longship within Scandinavian culture, on a
comparation of Scandinavian and other North European early medieval shipbuilding
traditions, and on the paradoxically late introduction of sail in Scandinavia, apparently only
shortly before Viking activities accelerated. It will argue that there might indeed be reason to
bestow a certain degree of superiority on Scandinavian naval shipbuilding of the period, a
superiority grown out of a combination of the extreme political importance of naval power in
the region and its weakly developed political and economic structures.

Marianne Vedeler, Museum of Cultural History, University of Oslo
Weaving war – weapons and war-metaphors in the tapestries from Oseberg
Exquisite tapestries found in the Oseberg ship burial give a glimpse into a world of
imagination and expression. Resent and comprehensive photography and drawings of the
tapestries opens for new interpretations of the motives. In the medieval cosmology, as it is
conveyed through Norse poetic and saga traditions, power struggles and violence is
intertwined with magic and handicrafts. The tapestry weaver is a storyteller, but the loom
could also be a powerful weapon on the battlefield, where magic is used to shape the destinies
of the fighting men. Among the over 80 fragments of tapestries, there are a number of
fragments showing scenes with references to war and violence. We can see battle scenes and
warriors armed to the teeth. Weapons such as swords, spears and arrows are also used as
individual elements to fill the spaces between the figures performing actions in the narratives.
But the terrors of war are not rendered here. The figures are calm and dignified. The warriors
move boldly forward in full strength; the horses have their heads raised. In this paper, the
symbols contained in these pictures will be linked to warrior ideology and image building.
Eva Andersson Strand, Centre for Textile Research, SAXO Institute, University of
Copenhagen
Fabrics of war
“This warp is hard weighted with heads of the slain...”. The Woof of War is a fascinating
story in the Icelandic saga of Njál and the perfect - and only - description in the world of how
to weave on a warp-weighted loom. The text illustrates the importance of textiles and textile
production as textile is not simply a binary system of fibres, but a result of a complex
interaction between resources technology and society. This interaction demonstrates both the
society’s and the individuals’ needs and desire. It is equally valid for textiles for war, from
costumes to sails and tents. Producing these textiles affected the whole society, as a surplus of
raw materials, techniques, skills, craft people and time was both essential and necessary for
this production. Based on texts, both sagas and descriptions in various chronicles, as well as
iconography, one can suggest how a warrior was dressed, and how their identity was
expressed. This presentation will discuss how textiles for war were integrated in production
and society and how this information can yield new perspectives on the Viking Age Society.
Marianne Hem Eriksen, Museum of Cultural History, University of Oslo/ McDonald Institute,
University of Cambridge,
Within four walls: Personhood and domestic violence in the Viking Age
War and violence are frequently approached as major political events, hierarchized and
gendered, taking place in spaces beyond everyday life: foreign lands, battlefields, or under
legal control at assembly sites. In this paper, I want to shed light on other forms of violence,
taking place in different arenas: acts of violence within and around settled space. As
archaeologies of affect and anxiety are becoming more central in archaeological thinking, in
concert with an ongoing effort to problematize universal constructs of personhood, there is
now an opportunity to take seriously issues such as ritualized violence and violence against
subordinates who may not be conceptualized as full social persons. Reporting on three lines of
enquiry: a new deliberation of the composition of Viking households, a dataset of deposited
infants and children in wetlands and settlements from the first millennium AD, as well as
additional depositions of human remains in settlements and urban sites, this paper explores
other forms of violence than the top-down, controlled instrument of war.

What happens to our perceptions of stable agrarian life in the Viking Age if we take seriously
the sources indicating that infanticide was a familiar practice? How may diverse constructs of
personhood have influenced power dynamics and risk of violence within communities?
Whose partial bodies are we finding in depositions of human remains in and around
buildings? While some of these questions may be impossible to answer in the definite, I argue
that they are crucial to ask — there is a need to unsettle settled life in the Viking Age, and
challenge ideas of the domestic sphere as inherently familiar, trivial, and comfortable across
time and space.
PECHA KUCHA
Anne-Iren Risøy, University of South-Eastern Norway
Weapons in Legal Rituals: Poetry, Ritual – and Reality?
In the ‘Viking World’ an important means to preserve legal transactions was through
remembrance, and therefore, what people said and did, and whether they also used objects
laded with meaning, would be easier to recall than abstracts legal principles. Legal rituals
constituted of a sequence of activities involving gestures, words, and objects, and they were
applied in order to mark transition from one legal status to another. Legal rituals could also
convey and preserve legal meaning as well as shape and uphold identities. This paper will
explore the use of be weapons in various legal contexts, which is a rather frequently poetic
topic. To mention but some examples; an arrow convened assemblies in times of unrest,
spears conferred legal validity at the assembly (vápnatak) and they could accompany gifts,
oaths were sworn on weapons and weapons were used to make legal measurement (i.e. the
length of a bowshot) and as a last resort used in holmgangr in order to solve disputes.
Why were weapons (compared to other objects) so very frequently used in legal
rituals? Were certain weapons preferred in a given context and who could use them? And,
above all, how and to what extent is it possible to trace the link between poetry, ritual and
reality (material culture combined with contemporary written sources written down by
Christian authors who came in contact with the Vikings outside Scandinavia).
Mari Arentz Østmo, Museum of Cultural History, University of Oslo
The Avaldsnes fortification
A stone construction built during the 7th century was uncovered during recent excavations at
Avaldsnes, an elite settlement along a bottleneck on the southwest coast of Norway. The
construction share some traits with low stone walls interpreted as hilltop fortifications, found
across the Scandinavian peninsula and dating mainly to the Roman and Migration periods. In
a Norwegian context, such sites rarely have traces of settlement. Thus, the Avaldsnes
construction is both similar to a well-known and established category of construction, and
different with respect to its association to an established elite settlement and its late date of
construction. In this short presentation, I address the functionality of the construction and
what it may imply in terms of the character of the Avaldsnes settlement and the negotiation of
power along the Karmsund strait in the centuries leading up to the Viking Age?
K. Jonas Nordby, Follo museum, Museums in Akershus
Cryptic runes and secret communication
Secret communication has been an essential part of strategical warfare since antiquity. Could
the cryptic runes of the Viking Age have been used to convey secret messages among
combatants in war? We take a quick peek at the codes and systems used and evaluate how
suitable cryptic runes were to conceal sensitive information.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13.
SESSION: LANDSCAPES OF CONFLICT
Dagfinn Skre, Museum of Cultural History, University of Oslo,
The beginning of the Viking Age in the West
During the Viking Age, Arctic Scandinavia was a source of exquisite furs, down, walrus
ivory, and other commodities that met with high demand in England and on the Continent.
Hitherto, the earliest firm evidence of this trade has been Ohthere's account c. 890, but in light
of this paper's findings, its history may be pushed further back in time. Geological analyses of
whetstones retrieved in 8th- to early 9th-century Ribe, south-western Jylland, demonstrate that
the majority were quarried on the west-Scandinavian coast, more than 1,000 kilometres by sea
to the north. Because of their high numbers and durability, whetstones retrieved in Ribe and
other urban sites may be regarded as a proxy for long-distance seaborne trade from the Arctic.
The peak in this trade on the threshold of the Viking Age invites a reconsideration of the
coinciding and conflicting interests of Scandinavian long-distance traders, kings, and Vikings.
It is argued that coalitions and conflicts that arose from these interests, and new constraints
and opportunities that emerged for these three types of agents, provide keys to understanding
why and where Vikings raided overseas up to the mid-9th century.
Frode Iversen, Museum of Cultural History, University of Oslo
Conflict zones in Scandinavia 500-1250 CE
How was military cooperation and conflict among Scandinavian communities formalised and
maintained in the second half of the first millennium?
Facing the growing power of the Carolingians and the conquest of Saxony 777-785,
we might assume that various political and military alliances was formed and activated among
the c. 30-35 peoples mentioned in Scandinavia mid-6th century. Only scanty information
exists about “tribal coalitions” across specific law-territories. However, the commitment made
by each region of the Norwegian kingdom is recorded in the Gulathing law mid-12th century.
It states the number and size of the ships each different region was required to contribute. We
do not know when these military unions arose, but it is likely that they built on older schemes
that were scaled up incrementally to cover larger areas, and were only made uniform in the
tenth century.
The aim of this paper is twofold: firstly to identify the main peoples and settlement
areas in Scandinavia, and secondly identify the conflict zones by investigating the geography
of war/battles and military material culture, leading to a discussion of the nature of conflict
zones in Viking Age Scandinavia.
Stuart Brookes, University College London
Fires over England - sources for and functions of Viking-age signalling
Beacons and lookouts played a key role in the networks of local and regional communications
of Anglo-Saxon England during the Viking Age. While the large fortified centres of the
period are well known, the nature of interconnections between them and smaller-scale local
arrangements have only recently received attention. Place-names, written evidence and
landscape archaeology together allow for the reconstruction of elements of signalling and
sighting systems. This contribution presents the historical context within which beacons and

lookouts developed, and draws upon a series of case studies to reveal local systems of
communication in the landscape of Anglo-Saxon England.
Cat Jarman, University of Bristol
A new look on the Viking Great Army in England and the Repton Winter camp
The 873-4 AD winter camp in Repton is currently the only known Viking Great Army site
with inhumations of Scandinavian origin. New radiocarbon dates from the Repton charnel, a
mass burial of at least 264 people, now show that the deposit is completely consistent with a
9th century date. This supports the excavators’ original interpretation of the charnel as a
possible burial site for members of the Great Army. A scheme of isotopic analyses of human
remains from Repton has given evidence for these people’s origins, while new
bioarchaeological data suggest a greater number of burials around the Mercian mausoleum
could be associated with Viking raiders. This paper will outline these new discoveries from
Repton, summarising how the scientific evidence can inform us of the make-up of the Great
Army. Further, the paper will take a broader view of the site and its ongoing significance,
arguing that the Viking presence in Repton was not limited to a single year: Rather, the
mortuary practices were deliberately used to express control and ownership in a manner that
was recognised and reinforced for several subsequent burial generations. As a communal
grave, the interpretation of the Repton charnel therefore has implications for understanding
the process in which the Great Army turns from raiding to settlement within a conflicted
landscape.
Poul Holm, Richard Breen, Tenaya Jorgensen, Francis Ludlow, Centre for Environmental
Humanities, School of Histories and Humanities, Trinity College Dublin
Quantitative Information on Warfare in the Irish Annals, 794-1169
The Irish annals provide rich quantitative evidence for numbers of people slain in conflict,
cows stolen, mercenaries bought, and Viking ships arriving. But can we trust these figures?
This paper argues that the annals provide realistic quantitative information and that based
upon this information we can, for example, identify reasonable bounds of credibility for the
size of Viking or Hiberno-Norse warrior bands and armies, as well as casualties and the scale
of losses in raiding and conflict. The veracity of the quantitative annalistic evidence is usually
treated with much caution. However, we depend upon quantitative judgement to assess the
relative power and impact of any event. Even the purest qualitative discussion is founded on
quantitative assessments, even if unstated or implicit. The Irish annals are the fullest
contemporary annalistic records of any European country of the early middle ages. It is
therefore important to arrive at some overall verdict on the reliability of quantitative annalistic
information. We present estimates of deaths in battle, arrival of ships, numbers of captives
and cattle stolen, examine their credibility, and thereafter assess their utility in answering
pressing questions about the influence of factors such as climatic changes and extreme
weather on Viking and Norse-related violence and conflict in early medieval Ireland.
Joseph Thomas Ryder, University of Bergen
Norse and Picts in Skye and the Western Isles: Revisited from a landscape archaeology
perspective
Research on the relationship between the Norse and the pre-Norse, Iron Age peoples in Skye
and the Western Isles has mostly focused on place name evidence, due to the prevalence of
Old Norse place name over pre-Norse place names, and a historically scant archaeological

record. When assessing the relationship between the Picts and Norse, place name scholars and
archaeologists have traditionally split into two schools of interpretation: the war school and
the peace school. The war school has interpreted the evidence as the Norse committing
genocide against the Picts. The peace school has advocated for assimilation or acculturation.
However, in the last few decades, excavations, surveys, and metal detector finds in the islands
have revealed more of the Norse presence. My Ph.D. project is a landscape analysis that
incorporates the entirety of the Norse archaeological data on the islands in an attempt to
provide a fuller interpretation of the Norse landscape. In this paper, I will revisit the war and
peace debate using a synthesis of all available archaeological data, with a focus on the
relationship between the pre-Norse and Norse landscape, through settlements, burials, and
other finds. I will also present some results from my fieldwork conducted June-July 2018.
Thorsten Lemm, Centre for Baltic and Scandinavian Archaeology
Of the Danish king´s arrogance and the emperor´s castle – Insights into the FrankishDanish conflicts of the early 9th century
Based on archaeological excavation results and written sources it is possible to gain insights
into Frankish-Danish relations in the North Elbian territory during the early 9th century,
which were characterized by armed conflicts, political intrigues and shifting alliances. During
this time of unrest, the Frankish castle of Esesfelth had a key role to play. Charlemagne had it
built in 810 AD, on the one hand in order to prevent a Danish supremacy over the Saxon
territory north of the river Elbe, on the other hand to function as an initial point for the
incorporation of North Elbia into the Frankish realm. The castle represented an exceptional
fortification without any contemporary parallels, fit to meet the highest demands of defence.
As the centre of Frankish administration in North Elbia it became the target of an attack of
combined Danish and Slavic forces in 817 AD. The paper will focus on this attack, which in
parts can be reconstructed on the basis of excavation results and at the same time offers the
possibility to explain the different fortification components of this unique castle in detail.
Christian Cooijmans, University of Edinburgh
Down by the River: Reassessing Viking Encampment across the Frankish Realm
Like any other early medieval mariner, vikings venturing across the Frankish waterways
would not have been perpetually on the move. As hunger and fatigue may have induced
individuals to make landfall, so too would overarching requirements for Scandinavian fleets
to take on armaments and supplies, carry out repairs, exchange intelligence, or settle down for
the winter. Accordingly, over the course of the ninth and early tenth centuries, the existence
of dozens of continental viking encampments is alluded to by various (near-) contemporary
Frankish authors, many of whom saw fit to disclose valuable details on the size, layout, and
intramural activity of these riverside fortifications. Even so, relatively little scholarly research
has thus far ventured beyond a cursory glance or comparative affirmation in dealing with
them. By reassessing the functional and geospatial development of Scandinavian encampment
around the Frankish realm, this paper affirms that these outposts represented much more than
mere docile hideouts to intersperse bouts of conflict: whilst providing the fundamental
benefits of protection, provision, rest, and repair, they likewise came to support viking hosts
as versatile stations of assembly, withdrawal, production, and exchange – representing a
mainstay for the sustained viability of the viking phenomenon across the European mainland.

Laila Kitzler Åhfeldt, Swedish National Heritage Board, Visby
Rune carvers in campaigns
This paper concerns rune carvers as parts of campaigns. Some far-travelled rune carvers took
part in campaigns and might well have been members of warrior groups, as witnessed by
runic inscriptions in Berezanj, Hagia Sofia and Piraeus. The latter were carved by participants
in the Varangian troops, one of whom was a skilled artist from Uppland or Gotland. Is runic
proficiency a part of warrior identity and what uses did warriors make of runes? Within
Scandinavia it is often more difficult to tell whether the runestones were carved by locals or
incomers. For example, there are long-standing debates about the possible Swedish influence
on runestones on Gotland, Bornholm and in Haithabu. This was earlier explained by Swedish
expansion and the taking of tributes whereas recent research finds other explanations, e.g.
chronological trends or regional features in the Baltic Sea region. I will try to contribute from
the point of view of scientific archaeology, by analysis of the carving technique by 3Dscanning and statistical data analysis. This adds a new parameter, independent of style and
runological features, which may give an indication as to where the carvers came from.
Csete Katona, Dep. of Medieval Studies, Central European University
Methods of hiring Viking mercenaries along the Austrvegr
Warrior groups of predominantly Scandinavian origin, often labelled as Vikings, entered local
service in various courts of the ‘Eastern Way’ (Austrvegr) during the 9th–11th centuries,
including Byzantium, Kiev, Khazaria and possibly also Volga Bulgharia, Poland and
Hungary. In the present paper, the different methods and motivations behind employing
Viking mercenaries in these courts will be explored on the basis of Old Norse, Slavic,
Byzantine and Muslim written accounts. I will bring in a comparative perspective by
examining mercenary groups of other (mostly Turkic) ethnic backgrounds active in the
region. The reasons for how and why foreign mercenaries appeared in the service of a given
power centre could be manifold, ranging from direct hiring for internal or external political
needs, through bribery and melting prisoners of war into a retinue, to the habit of local rulers
‘gifting’ warriors to each other. These diverse strategies of hiring foreigners must have
affected the identity of warrior groups decisively. It will be illustrated that the consequences
resulting from these methods shaped these groups of ‘paid soldiers’ into miscellaneous
formations in terms of allegiance, honour and social status.
SESSION: VIOLENCE, WARRIOR IDENTITIES AND COLLECTIVE COMMUNITIES
Charlotte Hedenstierna-Jonson, Uppsala University
Women at war – reflections on the Birka grave 581, and its possible implications.
It has been said that although war may be everyone’s business, it has usually been men’s
work. Perhaps this corresponds particularly well to the general perception of the group of
people we have come to know as the Vikings. Even though most people in the Viking world
were farmers, like their contemporaries in other parts of Europe, concepts of war and violence
were intrinsically linked to society and to the life and world view of all. But how did women
fit into this picture? Is it at all possible that women could have taken a more active part in
warfare? The question gained new momentum with the discovery that one of the most iconic
warrior graves from the Viking Age turned out to be the burial of a woman: grave Bj 581 in
Viking Age Birka. However, a weapon in a grave does not a warrior make, but neither does

the biological sex. This paper is a reflection on one particular grave and the possible
implications it may have on the discussion of women at war.
Leszek Gardeła, Dep. of Scandinavian Languages and Literatures, University of Bonn/ Dep.
of Archaeology, History, Cultural Studies and Religion, University of Bergen
“Women and Weapons in Viking Age Norway”
This paper will present the preliminary results of an ongoing interdisciplinary project
“Amazons of the North: Armed Females in Viking Archaeology and Old Norse Literature”.
Based on new studies of Viking Age funerary assemblages held at the museums in Bergen
and Oslo, the paper will provide new interpretations of the custom of burying women with
weapons in Viking Age Norway.
Female graves furnished with weapons are known from different regions of the
country, including Rogaland, Sogn og Fjordane, Telemark, Trøndelag and Vestfold. Although
each grave is special, they nonetheless appear to share some interesting confluences. The
deceased women are not only buried with military equipment but also with expensive
jewellery, curated objects (antiques), amulets, and items imported from very distant locations.
When the female weapon graves from Norway are placed into a wider context and compared
with similar discoveries from other parts of the Viking world, interesting patterns begin to
emerge. Careful analyses of these graves, combined with a critical appraisal of extant textual
sources, can provide new ideas on who the deceased were in life and/or how the mourners
wanted to remember them in death.
Judith Jesch, University of Nottingham
Women, war and words
Extensive discussions (including recent ones) of the question of the participation of women in
war in the Viking Age have based their arguments on a variety of evidence, including both
archaeological and textual. However, even those discussions which make substantial use of
the textual evidence have not paid close attention to the vocabulary used in the descriptions
(whether historical or fictional) of women acting in the supposed male role of warrior. The
modern English terms 'female warrior', 'warrior woman', 'female viking', 'shield-maiden' and
others are often used almost interchangeably and do not always accurately represent the
vocabulary of the source texts. This paper will attempt a systematic analysis of the usage and
contexts of the significant vocabulary in the most relevant medieval texts, primarily in Old
Norse and Latin, but with sideways glances at some in Irish and Greek. The methods of
philology, literary history and contextual semantics will establish what distinctions these
sources are making and what concepts, or even realities, might lie behind these distinctions
and the vocabulary used to express them. The aim is to enrich future discussions of 'female
Viking warriors' with this neglected and sometimes misunderstood body of evidence.
Marianne Moen, Dept. of Archaeology, Conservation and History, University of Oslo
Gendered differences, or social similarities?
This paper seeks to examine alternative ways of approaching the mortuary remains of the
Viking Age. The main argument is that much can be gained by examining gendered mortuary
remains in light of similarities, rather than of differences. Within this lies a wish to explore
the expression of social roles and status across gendered lines, rather than within them. It is
argued that the tendency of dividing gendered remains based on a few, select categories
overlooks a real and tangible level of shared expressions in many mortuary monuments.

This is inspired by the idea of the Viking Age as instigated by male violence, and the
interlinked belief that women are naturally less inclined to violence and more inclined to be
nurturing and caring. These concepts are here examined as modern constructs, and thus not
applicable to the past without question. That a warrior ideology leaves no room for women is
a culturally embedded belief that needs to be questioned in light of both archaeological
material and written sources pertaining to the Viking Age.
This paper will critically examine these assumptions, and aim to pose questions
regarding the reality of an ideology of violence as a building block for society. It will further
aim to pose the question of whether or not the material allows for an alternative approach to
burial evidence, one which examines similarities between perceived social divides rather than
focusing merely on the differences.
Keith Ruiter, University of Aberdeen
Judicial Violence and Social Negotiations in the Viking Age?
Judicial violence, the judicially-prescribed force to be enacted on an offender as punishment
in cases of transgression, is an understudied area of Viking Age violence. Given the
prominent place violence, conflict, and war have in public perceptions of Viking Age
Societies, judicial violence and punishment have great potential to reflect on more subtle
nuances of Viking-Age social organization, negotiation, and peace. After all, punishment is
one of the strategies utilized by Viking-Age societies to moderate behaviour, enforce norms,
and institute and maintain social control and stability. It is also a key aspect of law, one of the
pillars around which people structure their lives.
This interdisciplinary paper aims to explore the topic of judicial violence, both
physical and nonphysical, in a variety of texts and contexts before moving to discuss its place
in early Scandinavian law. Finally, a case study, the Viking-Age Gotlandic burial ground at
Kopparsvik, will be interrogated as a potential site of judicial violence, social negotiation, and
identity formation and maintenance.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14.
SESSION: POLITICS AND RECEPTION OF VIKING WARFARE – PAST AND
PRESENT
Iver B. Neumann, Norwegian Social Research (NOVA)/ Museum of Cultural History,
University of Oslo
War and diplomacy as complementary strategies: theoretical consideration
War is the breaking down of the other’s will by physical means in order to gain an advantage.
War is relational, it has a durative temporality and it implies deaths at a certain scale. It
follows that a number of phenomena, such as vendettas, raidiing, terrorist attacks and
annihilations, cannot on their own constitute warfare. Diplomacy also involves gaining an
advantage, but by means of a much wider repertoire. Given that the two bleed over into one
another (as in ‘gunboat diplomacy’) and may even be concurrent, they are not as widely
assumed alternatives, but complementary strategies. War is always there as a structural
possibility between polities that are fairly balanced in force, since there is nothing to stop it.
Diplomacy has war as a side option

Gareth Williams, British Museum
Great Heathen Armies: the Viking threat as a stimulus to the development of 'state'
warfare in late 9th-century England.
Recent studies of the so-called 'great armies' that attacked England in the late 9th century
have emphasised their size, but also their disparate nature and the lack of an underlying 'state'based organisation, with the armies composed of loose confederations of smaller independent
units, few of which were probably linked to stable territorial bases. Despite this, they were
able to challenge the power of major Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, toppling three out of the four
great kingdoms and twice coming close to defeating the fourth. This paper considers how the
Viking great armies were able to compete so effectively with more administratively
developed enemies, and how military organisation in Wessex was forced to evolve to meet a
renewed Viking threat.
Beñat Elortza Larrea, independent scholar
“En ef á skipum er barzk, þá vel þú þér tvau spjót, þau er þú skjótir eigi frá þér“ Archaic martial traditions in high medieval Scandinavia: A glimpse of Viking Age
warfare?
Most written evidence regarding warfare in Viking Age Scandinavia originates either from
contemporaneous chronicles recorded by those at the receiving end of Norse expeditions and
from high medieval Scandinavian texts. Many of these sources can be problematic, since
European chronicles often exaggerate the brutality of the raids, and thirteenth-century
Icelandic writers embellish their accounts of long deceased rulers.
This paper explores archaic martial features found in twelfth- and thirteenth-century
contemporaneous sagas and military texts in order to identify and analyse the importance that
Viking Age military practices had in high medieval Scandinavia. Three thirteenth-century
texts will be explored, namely, Gesta Danorum, Sverris saga, and Konungs Skuggsjá. By
comparing the information found in these sources to existing literature on Viking Age
warfare, as well as several skaldic poems and archaeological evidence, this paper aims to
identify Viking Age military features that survived the military transformation which
followed the civil war period.
The themes of continuity and change will run throughout this presentation, exploring
aspects such as strategy, tactics or the appropriation of the hirð by the Crown in the thirteenth
century, thus providing an analysis of the Scandinavian aristocracy’s connections to the
martial culture of their forebears.
Donald Burke, Cerro Coso Community College
Ancient Violence / Modern Violence: The Negative Legacy of the Viking Age
Modern perceptions about Viking Age often invoke mental images of an isolated group
invested in raiding, pillaging, and murder; making violence the lasting legacy of these
complex peoples. Although violence was a tool used by the Vikings, the public’s nearobsession with the violent Viking has left a negative impact on not only Scandinavian history,
but the modern age as well. Modern White Supremacist and Racialist Neopagan Groups in the
United States and Europe have co-opted the imagery, the history, and the religion of the
Viking to suit their own ideology of violence and exclusion. This paper will explore how
these groups have used the violence of the Viking Age to endorse and promote their ideology

by simultaneously citing and ignoring the complex culture and history of the people they
claim to be emissaries of. By looking to historic literature, including the written records of
cultures affected by this violence in addition to the legends and mythologies of Medieval
Scandinavia, scholars can see how this radical interpretation of a “savagely violent” Viking is
erroneous; and that by confronting these misconceptions, the legacy of the Viking Age can
remain intact and unsullied by groups aligning themselves with a misinterpreted history.
Karoline Kjesrud, Department of Linguistics and Scandinavian Studies, University of Oslo
The Beautification of Viking Symbolism in Political Identity
Vikings are important components in Norwegian identity construction. Neat ornamentation of
imaginative figures, runic signs, weapons and equipment signify former craftsmanship,
mindset and activities of trade and robbery. These Viking traces are repeatedly used as tools
for strengthening collective and individual identity. Already in the 16th century, Swedish and
Danish-Norwegian kings put great effort into claiming their countries’ ancient origins.
Antiquarians such as Ole Worm and Johannes Bureus were set to collect artefacts and
monuments for documentation of national heritage which were used together with symbols
and language as arguments in the contest of which country had the most ancient history. Since
then, Viking symbols have in periods been used with great intensity, and furthermore shaped
the Norwegian identity throughout the centuries. This paper will discuss how typical Viking
symbols, found in runic signs and ornamentation, are empowered with both historical
romantic and ideological contents. The elaborate ornamentation and sophisticated symbols of
the craftsman are repeatedly taken to discuss violent messages. Today, runic signs and Viking
ornamentation serve as exclusive symbols and emblems for radical groups in society, at the
same time as being fronted as important national heritage by public and scientific institutions.
The overview of use and misuse of Viking symbolism provided in this paper will be taken to
discuss today’s reuse of Viking symbolism.
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